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Chapter 3 

   SEA WATER INTAKE & PRETREATMENT PLANT 

3.1. Introduction 

The total water consumption requirementofLakvijaya power station is achieved from 

by purification of sea water purification. The required with ccapacity of is100 m3 

desalinated water per hour. Many impurities consist in sea water can affectedon 

thesensitiveUultra-Ffiltration (UF) and Rreverse oOsmosis (RO) systems. 

Therefore,an effective pretreatment process is more effectiverequired to protect the 

above sensitive equipment. Pretreatment plant consists of raw water pumps, settling 

basin, gravity filters and clear water basin.  

The most common outage failure of the pretreatment plant is the failure of 

submersibleraw water pumps outage.Submersible pumps installed at the sea water 

intake.failed frequently by burn out ofThe motor windingsare frequently burnt due to 

water leaking into the motor housingages(Figure: 3.1).One cause for Tthis leakage 
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was identified as the damage of water seal and packing due to the presence of sand 

particles and fine debris in sea water. AlsoAnother cause it was found to be the 

thatdeterioration oftherubber seal at the cable connection entryto the motor,also 

damaged due to high conductivity of sea water.The plant has been designed for sea 

water conductivity less than 50,000µS/cm [1]. However, the actual conductivity was 

found to vary between 60,000 and 90,000 µS/cm seasonally. 

Pretreatment plant consists of two channels each one havingsthea handling capacity of 

250 m3 per hour. Combined, these two channels can to fulfill the total sea water 

requirement for desalination plant.  

Sea water was ispumpedusing four submersible pumps,tothe pre-treatment plant 

consisting of a settling basin and sand filtersby using four submersible pumps. Two 

pumps are in operation at any time while the other two are on standby. 

Suspended solids and dissolved silicates in sea water are precipitated by using 

chemicals (poly aluminum chloride and poly amide) in the pretreatment plant. This 

process occurred in the equipment call settling basin. It contains plastic honey combs 

placedin at450angle to accelerate the precipitation process. Gravity filters which 

contains sand also help to remove the particles which were not precipitated in settling 

basin. Filtrate is collected in to clear water basin to be further filtered byfeed for UF 

filters.  

The gravity filters are periodically cleaned using root blowers which send a stream of 

air through the filters in the reverse direction. Frequent overload tripping of these 

blowers has been observed in the past.  

The root blowers in gravity filters also fails several times due to unidentified reasons. 

In this study it is observed to take necessary actions to avoid it. 
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Figure 3.1: Failedure of a raw water pump showing water leakage. 
 

3.2. Calculation of Availability 

The availability of raw water pumps is more important to supply the water demand of 

power station. Therefore availability of the equipment was calculated according to the 

break down details recorded by using the Distributed Control System(DCS) history 

records,issued work permits and log books in duringtheperiodofone and half years 

under consideration. 

Failures of roots blowers were also taken into consideration to derive combined 

reliability figure with raw water pumps since both equipmentshareareconnected in 

series manner. 
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3.2.1. Sample data collection for raw water pumps. 

Nearly one and half years of data starting from 22/12/2010 are collected for on all four 

raw water pumps to find required parameters. 

Table  3.1 : Outagedata forpumppump-01 
 

Time of 
startTime of 
Failure 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

Time of 
Restoration 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm)Time 
of Recovered 

Incident Outage 
Periods 

(h) 

10/11/11 9:22 10/12/11 12:50 Motor winding failure  27.47 

11/19/11 11:45 11/20/11 21:45 Motor winding failure  34.00 

12/02/11 14:00 12/30/11 8:30 Motor winding failure  666.5 

1/16/12 10:09 1/16/12 20:53 Motor bearing failure  10.73 

3/2/12 10:20 3/2/12 16:45 Motor winding failure  6.42 

3/22/12 15:53 7/19/12 14:45 Motor winding failure  2854.87 

Total Outage 3589.98 

 
Table  3.2 : Outage data for pump-02 

 
Time of 
startTime of 
Failure 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

Time of 
Restoration 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

Incident 
Outage 
Periods 

(h) 

3/2/12 10:20 3/2/12 16:45 Motor winding failure  6.42 

5/24/12 8:07 7/9/12 18:10 Motor winding failure  1114.05 

Total Outage 1120.47 

 

Table  3.3 : Outagedata for pump-03 
 

Time of 
startTime of 
Failure 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

Time of 
Restoration 

(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 
Incident Outages 

(h) 

10/11/11 8:40 10/13/11 17:30 Motor winding failure  56.83 

3/2/12 10:10 3/2/12 16:45 Motor bearing failure  6.58 

3/17/12 14:20 3/18/12 17:30 Motor winding failure  27.17 

4/26/12 14:42 6/3/12 17:57 Motor winding failure  915.25 

Total Outage 1,005.83 
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Table  3.4 : Outagedata for pump-04 
 

Time of 
startTime of 
Failure 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

Time of 
Restoration 

(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 
Incident Outages 

(h) 

12/21/11 18:50 12/26/11 23:21 Motor winding failure  124.52 

3/2/12 9:30 3/2/12 16:50 Motor Bearing failure  7.33 

3/22/12 15:53 7/10/12 13:50 Motor winding failure  2637.95 

Total Outage 2,769.80 

 

From the above data it is evident that the total outage time for all four pumps due to 

winding failure alone is 8,486.08 hrs and the total running time is 24,467.38 hrs. This 

is 34.68% of the total running time and a very high failure rate even at a glance. 

3.2.2. Due to the motor winding failure problem arise in this pumps ,Total outage is 

8486.08 hours and total running time is 24,467.38.According to above data total 

outages are very high with compare with total running time of pumps.It is 

approximately  34.68% out of the total running time. 

3.2.2. Sample Reliability Calculation for Raw water pump -01 

Table 3.5 : Running and outage data for raw water pump 01 
 

Running hours Outage hours No of Outages No of Starts 

4907.75 3589.98 6 7 

 

By uUsing the summarized data given in table 3.5, availability of the raw water pump-

1 is calculated. A Run-Repair-Run cycle of a system having m1,m2,m3,m4,…..,mn run 

times and r1,r2,r3,……,rirepair times, is shown in figure 3.2 

If system Working, 

 

 Yes 

No 

m1 m6 m5 m4 m3 m2 m7 

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 
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Figure 3.2:  Raw water pump -01 Run-Repair-Run cycle 
 
 
According to the reliability theory for the system shown in figure 3.2 
 

Mean run time ( m)     =     
𝑚𝑚1+𝑚𝑚2+𝑚𝑚3+⋯𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚
(01) 

Mean repair time ( r )   =
𝑟𝑟1+𝑟𝑟2+𝑟𝑟3+⋯𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑟𝑟
(02) 

Availability                   = 
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚  𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚  𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚  𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚  𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀 +𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚  𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟  𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀
(03) 

By using the above equations (01),(02) and (03),raw water pump 1 reliability factors 

can be calculated as follow. 

Mean running time  (m)= 4,907.75/7  =  701.11 h 

Mean failure time  (r )= 3,589.98     =  598.33h 

 Availability        (A)=
𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚+𝑟𝑟
 

=701.11/(701.11+598.33)= 0.5395 

Failure Rate (λ)=
1

 𝑚𝑚
=  0.0014263 /h 

Repair Rate(µ)=
 1
  𝑟𝑟

=0.001673 /h 

In the same way all above reliability factors of all raw water pumps are calculated and 

a summary is provided in table 3.6. 

Table 3.6: Reliability factors for all raw water pumps 

Pump Running 
(h) 

Outage 
(h) 

No of 
running 

times 

No of 
Outages m (h) R (h)   

Availability  f λ/h μ/h 
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RW 1 4,907.75  3,589.98  7 6 701.11  598.33    0.53955  0.00077 0.0014  0.00167  

RW 2 
     
1,536.45  

    
1,120.47  3 2 

        
512.15  

    
560.23    0.47758  0.000933 

    
0.0020   0.00178  

RW 3 
     
5,949.17  

    
1,005.83  5 4 

    
1,189.83  

    
251.46    0.82553  0.000694 

    
0.0008   0.00398  

RW 4 
     
3,290.02  

    
2,769.80  4 3 

        
822.50  

    
923.27    0.47114  0.000573 

    
0.0012   0.00108  
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At full load operation two pumps are running and others two are in standby.  The 
pump arrangement is as follows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure:3.3–Raw water pumps arrangement. 
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P-3 

P-4 

Pumps 
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Valve 
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Basic reliability factors calculation for the 2 out of 4 model equivalent, parallel & 
standby model is given by following equation [2]. 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = ∑ �𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 � . [𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)]𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚
𝑟𝑟=𝑟𝑟 . [1 − 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)]𝑚𝑚−𝑟𝑟                                                              (4) 

 

Source: Basic reliability “bottom-up” Model calculation  [2]. 

 
 
Where: 
 

Rsys(t)   = the System reliability 

r             = the aActual number of failures 

n            = the tTotal number of units in the system 

R(t)        = the rReliability function of identical units 

 

Assuming the identical raw water pumps,which having the average failure rate of 

0.00135 per hour for each, the reliability function for the combined system is derived 

bellow. 

 
Average failure rate λ = 0.00135/h 

Total observation time period  = 12,840h  (22/12/2010-09/06/2012) 

By uUsing aboveequation,assuming exponential distribution 

 

R (RWP) = 𝑀𝑀−𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡  = 𝑀𝑀−0.00135𝑋𝑋12840  = 2.964x10-8 

 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = ��42� . [𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)]𝑟𝑟
4

𝑟𝑟=2

. [1 − 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)]3−𝑟𝑟  

 

 =∑ 𝑚𝑚 !
𝑟𝑟 !(𝑚𝑚−𝑟𝑟)!

𝑚𝑚
𝑟𝑟=𝑟𝑟 𝑀𝑀−𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 !�1 − 𝑀𝑀−𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 �𝑚𝑚 − 1 

 
𝐶𝐶(2.964𝑥𝑥10−8)2

     = 2
4 (1 − 2.964𝑥𝑥10−8)2 + 𝐶𝐶(2.964𝑥𝑥10−8)3

3
4 (1 − 2.964𝑥𝑥10−8)1 +

𝐶𝐶(2.964𝑥𝑥10−8)4
4
4 (1-2.964𝑥𝑥10−8)0 

 

R sys       =5.269x10-15 

Then, 5.296x10-15=𝑀𝑀−𝜆𝜆𝑥𝑥12840  

 
Failure rate λ1 = 0.00256/h 
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Average availability for raw water pumps A = 0.87517 

3.3. Availability of roots blowers in gravity filters  

Availability calculations for gravity filterswere aregiven in table below. 

 

Table 3.7: Repair time for root blower in gravity filter -01 

    Time of startTime 
of Failure 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

Time of 
Restoration 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

period Period in hrs 

10/5/11 9:25 AM 10/5/11 4:40 PM 7:15:00 7.25 
12/10/11 1:02 PM 12/10/11 4:16 PM 3:14:00 3.23 
6/14/12 9:30 AM 6/14/12 9:40 PM 12:10:00 12.17 

    
  

Total 22.65 
 
 

Table 3.8: Repair time for roots blower in gravity filter -02 
 

Time of startTime 
of Failure 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

Time of 
Restoration 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

period Period in hrs 

7/14/11 10:50 AM 7/16/11 8:05 AM 45:15:00 45.25 
10/8/11 8:40 AM 10/8/11 2:25 PM 5:45:00 5.75 
1/10/12 1:50 PM 2/1/12 4:02 PM 530:12:00 530.20 
5/18/12 8:40 AM 5/19/12 2:15 PM 29:35:00 29.58 

    
  

Total 610.78 
 
 

   Table 3.9: Repair time for roots blower in gravity filter -03 
 
Time of startTime 
of Failure 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

Time of 
Restoration 
(mm/dd/yyhh:mm) 

period Period in hrs 

1/10/11 9:46 AM 2/1/11 2:49 PM 533:03:00 533.05 
5/14/11 1:30 AM 5/15/11 8:15 PM 42:45:00 42.75 
9/12/11 6:15 AM 9/12/11 8:50 PM 14:35:00 14.58 
9/6/12 1:30 AM 9/6/12 6:45 PM 17:15:00 17.25 

    
  

Total 607.63 

    Summary of availability calculation’s for gravity filters is given in the following 
tabletable below. 
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Table 3.10: Reliability Ffactors for RootsBblowers 
 

Equipment Running 
(h) 

Outage 
(h) 

No of 
running 

times 

No of 
Outages m (h) r (h) 

  
Availab

ility  
f λ/h μ/h 

Roots 
blower -01 4,077.90 22.65 4 3 1,019.47 7.55 0.99265 0.000974 0.0010 0.13245 
Root 
sblower -02 4,077.90 610.78 5 4 815.58 152.70 0.84230 0.001033 0.0012 0.00655 
Roots 
blower -03 4,077.90 607.63 5 4 815.58 151.91 0.84299 0.001034 0.0012 0.00658 

 
 

 

Average failure rate  (λ) = 0.0011/h 

Total running time    = 12840 h 

 
UBy using following equation for the 2 out of 3 model 
 
 
R (RB) = 𝑀𝑀−𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡  = 𝑀𝑀−0.0011𝑋𝑋12840  = 7.3x10-7 

 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)    = ��32� . [𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)]𝑟𝑟
3

𝑟𝑟=2

. [1 − 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)]3−𝑟𝑟  

 

 
 =∑ 𝑚𝑚 !

𝑟𝑟 !(𝑚𝑚−𝑟𝑟)!
𝑚𝑚
𝑟𝑟=𝑟𝑟 𝑀𝑀−𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 !�1 − 𝑀𝑀−𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 �𝑚𝑚 − 1 

 
𝐶𝐶(7.3𝑥𝑥10−7)2

                 = 2
3 (1 − 7.3𝑥𝑥10−7)1 + 𝐶𝐶(7.3𝑥𝑥10−7)3

3
3 (1 − 7.3𝑥𝑥10−7)0 

 
 
R sys       =1.6x10-12 
 
Then, 1.6x10-12=e(-λx12840) 

 
Failure rate λ(RB)  = 0.0021/h 

Average availability for root blowers = 0.99982 

 
Total reliability of pretreatment plant was calculated and factors are given below. 
 

 
Then pretreatment plant failure rate   = λ1+ λ(RB) 

 = 0.0047 / h 
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System availability                             = A1xA2 

 = 0.87501 

According to the results of above calculations, it appears that the availability of the 

system can be improved. 

Mathematically, the availability can be improved by : 

1. Adding more pumps to the system 

2. Completely doing away with pumps or 

3. Improving the reliability of individual pumps. 

In practical terms, the first solution can be achieved by installing more pumps with 

associated piping and valves etc. However, this does not appear to be desirable as the 

modifications and additional pumps are costly. As the pumps would operate outside 

designed conductivity values, this is not a prudent technical solution. 

The second solution is possible by obtaining raw water from the cooling water lines 

after the cooling water pumps. However this requires modifications to the cooling 

water system which needs plant to be shut down. Further, the capacities of main 

cooling water pumps will have to be increased. Therefore, this solution is not prudent 

for the on-going plant but may be considered in the second stage work. 

The third solutioncan be achieved by replacing the submersible pumps with vertical 

mixed flow pumps where the motor is kept above water. This is easier to implement 

and requires minimal interruptions. As pumps can be replaced one by one, no 

interruption is needed. 

A proposal based on the According to the reliabilitycalculations it seems the 

possibility of improve the system reliability to a higher value than this figure. 

Therefore some more equipment modifications and replacements could propose as 

follows. 

 

 

third solution is discussed below. 

 

3.4. Proposal for Improving Availability of Raw Water Pumps. 
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a) Existing raw water pumps can change with suitable mixed flow pump. 

 

It is proposed to exchange replace the existing pumps with vertical mix flow spindle 

pumps to eliminate the possibility of damage of water seal by debris and fine sand 

particles. Even the damages of water seal in new pump will have not effected on 

motor winding since it is located in an elevated position from above the water level. 

Even the suction part of new pump can be designed to tolerate the yearly variation of 

sea water variation toolevel due to monsoons. 

 

 

The calculations of suitable pump capacity are given below. 

Selection of pump capacity and motor power 

Daily Water requirement                                    = 7,680m3 

Number of working hours = 24hr/day 

Then flow rate = 320m3/hrmin. (5m3/min) 

Required pump quantity = DutyRunning -2 and Standby -2 

Pump capacity (Q)=2.5 m3/min (0.04167m3/sec) 

Existing Pipe Diameter (D) = 146x(Q/v)1/2          [13] 

Selected velocity range (v) = 1.5 m/s – 3m/s       [13] 

Pipe diameter range  = 267 mm – 188 mm 

Selected pipe diameter (D) =200mm 

Static Head: 

Suction level hs = -9.4m (MSL) 

Delivery level hd = 12m    (MSL) 

Static head = 21.4m 

 

Friction loss (hf): 

Selected Existing pipe material is Fiber Reinforced plastic (FRP),which has  C=150 

Then using Hazen Williams equation, 

hf =10.666 x C(-1.85)x D(-4.87)x q(1..85)x L                               [14] 
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( C  =150, L=525m, D=200mm) 

hf   = 13.5m   

Calculation of vVelocity head: 

Cross section area = 0.031416m2  

Flow velocity = 1.3m/s 

Velocity head       = V2/2g  = 0.09m 

Considering miner losses fittings around the pump = 5m 

Total pump head = 45m 

Hydraulic power                                                            =
𝜎𝜎 .𝑔𝑔 .𝑄𝑄.𝐻𝐻
1000.𝜂𝜂

  𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 

Where, 

σ  Density in kg/m3  (water)                                                  = 1000kg/m3 

g  Gravitational constant                                                       = 8.81m/s2 

Q  Flow rate in  m3/s                                                             = 0.042 m3/s 

η   Pump efficiency  for  mixed flow pump                          = 63%                    

 

Hydraulic power of pump = 18.39kW 

By considering Motor efficiency(60%) and over capacity factor 115% 

Motor power =35kW 
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According to the above calculation,most suitable pump was selected by using standard 

pump selection criteria [9].  
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Figure 3.4 : Ebara brand pump selection chart 
 
Source:MS series EBARA Pumps Selection Manual [9]. 

Specifications of selected pump 

Pump Head (H)  = 45m 

Flow (Q) = 2.5 m3/min  

 

 

Make :- Ebara  

Selected Pump Model 
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Type:- Vertical mixed flow pump 

Model :-  150VY2M 1H33B 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  3.5:vertical mixed flow spindle pump 

Source: MS series EBARA Pumps Selection Manual [9]. 

 

 

Total cost for the replacement of four raw water pumps is 9.6 million rupees 

according to the market price on May 2013.According to the past records, raw water 

pumps have been rewound seventh times and total maintenance cost per one motor 

was Rs.160,000.00.The maintenance saving by replacement of new pumps is nearly 

1.1 million per year. Therefore payback period for the suggested modification is 8.7 

year. The reliability improvement of modification also participate for the saving and 

improve the payback period. However, the financial benefit of that aspect is difficult 

to calculate. 

3.5. Proposal for  Operation changes in operation ofof air blowers in gravity 
filter 

Mounting Base 

Motor 

Coupling 

Suction 

Delivery 

Impeller  
Submerge area 
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b)  
Blocking of gravity filters is more effective when the particle size of flocks is too 

small. Therefore root blower has to supply air in high pressure. Due to this reason 

blowers are overload and failed. The variation of chemical dosing can achieved large 

amount of heavy particles. It is helps to reduce the strength of blockage. Therefore 

operation crew was advice to change the chemical dosing pattern. 

Implementation of this suggestion does not effect to increase significant cost for the 

plant operation. Therefore from this study reliability of plant was increased without 

additional expenses. 

After implementing the new design, there was no any motor winding failures due to 

water leakage.Therefore, those failures were avoided to recalculate the availabilities 

and failure rates as follows. 

Table 3.11: New reliability factors for raw water pumps 

Pump Running 
(h) 

Outage 
(h) 

No of 
running 
times 

No of 
Outage

s 
m (h) r(h) 

  
Availability  f λ/h μ/h 

RW 1 
  

4,907.75  
         
10.73  2 1 

   
6,845.87  10.73 

        
0.99843  0.000146       0.0001  

   
0.09317  

RW 2 
     

1,536.45  
                
-    1 0 

   
1,536.45  - 

        
1.00000  0.000651       0.0007  

               
-    

RW 3 
     

5,949.17  
           
6.58  2 1 

   
2,974.58  6.58 

        
0.99779  0.000335       0.0003  

   
0.15190  

RW 4 
     

3,290.02  
                
-    1 0 

   
3,290.02  - 

        
1.00000  0.000304       0.0003  

               
-    

 

 

Improvement calculation can summarize as follows. 

 

 

Table 3.12: Reliability and Failure comparison 
 

Reliability factor Present situation After implementation of 

proposals 

Availability (A) 0.87501 0.91954 

Failure rate (λ)   0.0047/h 0.00225/h 

 

It can distinguish the reduction of failure rate through a graph as follows with the time 

(Figure: 3.6). 

 

Table 3.13: Failure rates variation with time 
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Time(h) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420 450 480 

λ1  = 
0.0047/h 1 0.82 0.68 0.56 0.46 0.38 0.31 0.26 0.21 0.18 0.14 0.12 0.1 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 

λ2  = 
0.0022/h 1 0.93 0.87 0.82 0.76 0.71 0.67 0.62 0.58 0.54 0.51 0.48 0.44 0.42 0.39 0.36 0.34 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure: 3.6: Reduction of failure rates with the improvement in the 
system 

 
According to the above figure, failure rate has been increased from 0.0047/h to 

0.00225/h after the modification.  Hence after this proposal implementation, system 

improvement can be expected. 
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